
eople still tell a story, perhaps
apocryphal, about the early
days of automobiles. At that ten-
tative beginning of the trans-
portation revolution, there were
only two horseless carriages in
the entire city of Topeka,
Kansas. Somehow, improbably,
they managed to crash into
each other.

The townsfolk who witnessed
the collision displayed a mix-
ture of apprehension and relief.
They were fearful to see a new-
fangled technology they could
not use, did not understand and
for which they didn’t even per-
ceive a need. And they were
relieved that the wreck of these
two noisily belching, self-pro-
pelled vehicles seemed to vali-
date their old, horse-drawn
method of getting around.
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Their vindication, of course, didn’t
last long. But the same range of emo-
tions still appears whenever a new
technology emerges that threatens to
supplant a familiar way of doing
things. The emotions are evident
today as organizations replace one-
dimensional conference calls and
costly face-to-face meetings with web-
based events.  Those who are intimi-
dated by the prospect of leading an
internet-empowered meeting, presen-
tation or training session—or who,
like those turn-of-the-century
Kansans, hope the phenomenon will
simply crash and go away—must face
a new reality sooner rather than later.
Web-based events will become a pre-
dominant means of communicating
just as surely as cars succeeded hors-
es and mammals succeeded the
dinosaurs.

If you haven’t yet facilitated or been
part of a synchronous web-based
event, there is one virtual certainty:
You will.  The growth of this form of
business communication has been
exponential, and there’s every indica-
tion it will remain that way.

According to a report by the
research firm of Frost & Sullivan,
which closely follows the industry,
Web conferencing in 2001 represent-
ed a market valued between $250 -
$300 million. By 2006, that market is
projected to grow to $2 billion.
Overall, vendors of
virtual-meeting
technology report-
ed 200 percent
growth in quarter-
to-quarter revenue
between the begin-
ning of 2001 and
the end of that year.

Until September 11th, virtual meet-
ings were following a slow but steady
evolutionary path from a fringe tech-
nology available to a relatively small
number of users toward a more wide-
ly accepted way of bringing groups
together. In that sense, it mirrored
the development of other technolo-
gies, such as computers. For a vari-
ety of reasons, however, the events of
9/11 changed the dynamic and trans-
formed many fence-sitters into early
adopters of virtual meeting technolo-
gy. For one thing, travel declined sig-
nificantly in the final quarter of 2001.
Some Fortune 500 companies
reduced their travel budgets by as
much as 40 percent; many smaller
organizations cut back on travel even
further. Suddenly, companies that
had always done business with their
long-distance clients face-to-face
began looking for alternatives.

Meanwhile, September 11th rapidly
accelerated a trend toward reducing
business travel and its expenses.
With a slowing economy—and with
the high cost of air fares for business
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travelers who did not have the luxury
of booking reservations far in
advance, many organizations began
seeking more cost-effective ways of
bringing people together and staying
in touch.

“Technology companies were more
of the early adopters [of virtual meet-
ings], along with some in healthcare,
pharmaceuticals and financial servic-
es,” says Charles Denault of Webex.
“But now we’re also seeing it swing
into manufacturing and many other
types of organizations, too. It will
become like the internet. At first it
was used only by university
researchers and the like, then every-
one has it—and eventually you can’t
imagine doing business without it.”

Applying the Fundamentals

Marshall McLuhan had it wrong, at
least when it comes to conducting a
virtual meeting. The medium is not
the message—not entirely, anyhow.
The medium certainly creates con-
siderations you must factor into the
crafting of your communication.
Overall, however, the message is the
message; that is, the “what” of your
presentation  still takes precedence
over the “how”. The technology pro-
vides the stage for your content.
Staging it well can strongly support
your message. Staging it poorly can
undermine it. For those reasons, you
must give careful consideration to
the technology and the medium. Just
don’t forget the message, as tech-
infatuated presenters are sometimes
tempted to do.  

In revolutionizing transportation,
cars may have replaced horse-drawn
vehicles, but they didn’t eliminate the
need for roads. Likewise, virtual
meetings do not reduce the need for
real presentation skills. They may
demand a sharpening or adaptation
of skills in certain areas, but the
basics of facilitating events effectively
pertain whether you’re in a class-
room or over the internet. The funda-
mental things apply, as time goes by.

Below are some suggestions for
applying the general presentation
skills you already possess to particu-
lar needs of a web-based event.

� Assume Your Audience 
Is Bored and Distracted

In one sense, hosting a web-based
event is just like facilitating any other
meeting. Holding your audience’s
interest is of paramount importance.
It’s the consideration that must pre-
cede all others. The most informa-
tion-packed presentation, after all, is
only as informative as your ability to
command listeners’ attention so they
will remember your message. 

In a virtual meeting, however, you
must work even harder to seize and
keep that attention. In a face-to-face
setting, you can more easily “read
the room.” You can gauge the reac-
tions of those around you and adjust
your presentation accordingly. Even
in these “live” situations, it’s a good
rule of thumb to assume your audi-
ence is bored, as a way of helping
you keep your presentation focused
and moving along. 

That rule goes double for web-based
events, which offer infinitely greater
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possibilities for distractions. Instead
of sitting in front of you, they are sit-
ting in front of a screen. As a result,
they will inevitably be more tempted
to multitask—to scan their e-mails or
look for a particular file, for example.
The added challenge of ensuring you
have the full attention of the partici-
pants should inform all of your deci-
sions as you plan a virtual meeting.

� Identify Your Goal 
Before you do anything else, write
down your goals for the event.
Identify what you seek to accomplish.
Consider what you want your audi-
ence to take away from the meeting
or to do in response. Ask yourself
who the audience will be. What’s
their point of view on your subject?
What preconceptions will they bring
to the event?  Simple as they sound,
these steps often are overlooked—
but paying attention to them can
make or break your meeting.

� Focus Entirely on the Goal 
Once you have identified your goal,
determine exactly what you will need
to support it. Will you require visual
aids? Do you need to include a ques-
tion-and-answer period, or allow time
for comments following the presenta-
tion? Does the content (such as a
training session) dictate that partici-
pants should be able to interject with
questions at any time? In planning
your event, you’ll have to think
through a host of such questions. All
too often, presenters give in to the
temptation of cramming as much as
possible into the meeting., on the
always dubious theory that more is
better. That’s why, in web-based
events, it is particularly important to
follow the Twain/Poe rule. 

� What’s the Twain/Poe rule?
Edgar Allan Poe developed a distinc-
tive formula for writing short stories.
Every single word, he believed,
should support either the story’s
theme or help create its tone. Every
word had to pull its own weight.
Mark Twain followed a like-minded
approach. After writing his drafts, he
would go back and delete every
redundant or extraneous word he
could find. A day or two later, he
would sit down again and delete
every unnecessary word from the
revised draft. Later, he would return
with fresh eyes and purge words
again—and again and again and
again. Even on the sixth or seventh
drafts, Twain would spot wasteful
words that weighted down his prose.

The same discipline that contributed
to the prose of Poe and Twain is
essential to a good web-based presen-
tation. Remembering the limited time
available and the limited attention
span of the audience, virtual meet-
ings demand even greater focus than
those conducted in person.  Plan to
present only what is absolutely vital
to reinforcing that goal. Delete every-
thing else. And conduct this reality
check more than once. Sometimes,
the idea that seemed so brilliant at 9
p.m. looks very different by the light
of the next afternoon.

At the same time, more isn’t always
less. Being focused doesn’t mean you
should be a minimalist. A short,
unengaging presentation is just as
ineffective as a long, unengaging
one. Don’t refrain from using bells
and whistles, as long as (a) they’re
essential to holding participants’
attention and (b) they’re not so com-
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plex that they may cause a self-
defeating technical glitch during the
presentation. For example, if you
need PowerPoint slides, you can add
life to your presentation by using dif-
ferent screen views, polling and doc-
ument sharing. , A little variety can
go a long way toward keeping your
audience focused on your message
instead of their unanswered e-mails.

� Handle the Medium Well
As with any medium, the web carries
with it certain constraints. Allowing
for and remaining aware of those lim-
its can boost the effectiveness of your
event considerably. For example, if
you’re using a webcam in your pres-
entation, make sure all participants
can see and hear the same things.
And, no matter what visuals your
audience sees, the audio component
is critical. Tone of voice, articulation,
word choice, succinct speaking and
smooth handling of the flow of the
conversation are just as important in
a web conference as they are in a
telephone conference call.

� Practice, Practice, Practice
Finally, there is simply no substitute
for practice. That’s true with any
presentation. It is even more critical
with web-enabled events that depend
so heavily on technology. One of the
most common mistakes made by pre-
senters and facilitators of virtual
meetings is failing to rehearse
beforehand. They may be accus-
tomed to going over their notes and
reviewing their visual aids, but they
sometimes to neglect to cover the
extra bases involved in a web-based
event. Before the presentation
begins, make sure that the technolo-
gy works (even if you have used it

before) and that you’re comfortable
with it. Your best bet here is to seek
the lowest common denominator:
Practice with the person who is likely
to be connected at the slowest speed
among your audience members. That
way, if some participants will be
using slow dial-up modems, you’ll
enter the meeting with a sense of
what lags they’ll experience and how
quickly you can move along.
Especially if you are planning to lead
a complex presentation involving
multiple presenters, practice the
handoffs and make sure everyone
can execute them adroitly; other-
wise, you risk fumbles that waste
valuable time and, more importantly,
can sap the energy out of your 
meeting.

Technology Platforms: 
Form Follows Function

Along with having to master the art
of conducting virtual meetings, you
may receive the additional task of
selecting a platform for your organi-
zation. Fortunately, it’s not as daunt-
ing a prospect as it might sound,
even for someone who’s unfamiliar
with the technology.

Remember first to seek the lowest-
tech solution that will meet your
needs without reducing the effective-
ness of your message. For example,
if you can accomplish your goals by
leading the participants through a
PowerPoint presentation, you don’t
require the more sophisticated (and
expensive) capabilities of webcam.
Don’t bring a howitzer if a flyswatter
is perfectly adequate. And don’t for-
get that the more complex the tech-
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nology, the greater the potential for
glitches or failures.

Some organizations with their own
internal IT departments choose to
set up their own servers and create
in-house web conferencing systems.
If your organization is prepared to
handle that task, along with the ongo-
ing responsibilities of upgrades and
maintenance, an in-house solution
may work for you.

If you choose an outside vendor, as
do about two-thirds of companies,
define beforehand what you want to
accomplish. One company, for exam-
ple, might seek to reduce its sales
calls and onsite support staff in the
short term and ultimately reduce out-
going support calls as well. Then,
make vendors demonstrate to you
that they can help you achieve those
goals. Take the technology for a test
drive (or several) and gauge how it
performs while you’re operating it.

Consider also the vendor’s system
architecture. Ask how it works and
make sure there are no security
issues. Some systems, for example,
will store your presentations on their
servers before transmitting them—
which may violate your organiza-
tion’s security policies.

Ready or Not, Here It Comes

The bad news, if you’re technopho-
bic, is that you almost certainly will
use the web to conduct meetings,
deliver presentations and lead train-
ing sessions. The likelihood that you
will be able to avoid it is about as
great as the chance that you can
manage these days with only a manu-
al typewriter on your desk. Even if
the economic factors and concerns
about terrorism that propelled their
rapid growth recedes, web-based
events are here to stay.

Now for the good news: The transi-
tion isn’t as difficult as you may have
feared—at least if you’re like those
executives who get that stricken,
deer-in-the-headlights look when
they learn they suddenly have to
move their meetings to the web.
Mastering the technology is not the
hard part. As always, the technology
is the conduit for the content, and the
content and the skill of the presenter
still matter most. To paraphrase Neil
Armstrong, virtual meetings may
represent a giant leap, but they’re a
relatively easy step.
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